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Orange-coloured plate marking of trailers

Comments on document WP.15/2010/4

Transmitted by the Government of Austria

1. Austrian proposal for orange-colored plate marking for trailers following
   • The intention not to allow parking of trailers with dangerous goods but not marked at all and
   • The coming regulation for piggyback transport in RID:

Proposal

"5.3.2.1.8  Trailers carrying packages only shall display orange-colored plate marking as set out in 5.3.2.1.1 at the front and the rear when
   – They are separated from the tractor unit and
   – No placards indicating the dangers of the load are affixed on at least both sides of the trailer or the container(s) carried."

5.3.2.1.9  (Renumber present 5.3.2.1.8).